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Abstract

Streamers propagating along dielectric surfaces may lead to detrimental electrical
breakdown in high voltage devices. Although often observed, understanding of the
physical mechanisms behind these surface discharges is lacking. In order to gain a
better understanding of surface streamer properties, we have investigated the electric
�eld and charge distribution of streamers propagating over a dielectric surface. This
has been done by using the Pockels e�ect. In our set-up we are using a BSO crystal,
which exhibits the Pockels e�ect, on which a needle is placed. When a high volt-
age pulse is applied over the needle, streamer discharges occur on the BSO crystal.
Streamer charges induce an electric �eld in the crystal, which becomes birefringent as
a result. Light from an LED passing through the crystal experiences a phase shift in
its polarization due to this birefringence. This phase shift is proportional to the elec-
tric �eld. By measuring the intensity of the light with an ICCD camera, the change in
phase can be determined and converted into spatially and time resolved electric �elds.
We have measured that during the application of a positive voltage pulse, the streamer
channels are positively charged. After the voltage pulse, the streamer channels remain
positively charged but a negative spot forms around the needle. Furthermore, the life-
time of leftover charge on the crystal after a discharge has been investigated. After
the voltage pulse, the charge gradually decreases and it takes several hundred mi-
croseconds to a few milliseconds for the charge to disappear. Also, the applied voltage
has been varied. We found that the applied voltage determines the development and
geometry of the surface streamer. If the voltage is higher, the streamer develops more
easily. Due to increased impact ionization, more free charges are produced resulting
in longer channels. Also, more charge is deposited on the crystal because of more ion-
ization. Finally, the in�uence of the distance between the needle and the crystal was
measured. This distance has an in�uence on the development, charge deposited and
geometry of the streamer. At a distance of 1.5 mm, the streamer develops most easily
causing longer streamer channels and more charge deposited on the crystal. When
the distance is too large, streamers are not able to develop over the surface anymore
causing small spots of charge to develop on the crystal.
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1 Introduction

Streamers can be precursors to sparks which can be encountered in natural phenomena as
well as in various applications. Sparks can for example be found in lightning, discharges
in high voltage devices and static shocks that you experience when you touch someone.
Sparks are often undesirable because they can damage equipment and cause power failure.
Streamers precede sparks, so if we are able to prevent a streamer, the spark will also be
prevented. In order to know more about streamers, this research focuses on the study of
charges deposited by streamers on a dielectric surface.

The measurement of surface charge is especially useful in for example the observation of
latent surface charge image on photosensitive materials, the development of electrostatic
apparatus, the insulation design of high voltage equipment, but it is also a fundamental
research study [1]. In this research, we have been working on the development of a new
set-up in which the Pockels e�ect is used to determine spatially and time resolved charge
of a streamer. In this method, the surface charge can be determined by analyzing the
polarization of light going through a BSO crystal which exhibits the Pockels e�ect when
an electric �eld is applied. This method has the advantages that the electric �eld can
be directly measured in space. Furthermore, the electric charge can be imaged, but at
the same time the surface charge can be quanti�ed. The method is non-destructive and
non-intrusive, so the surface charge can also be measured time resolved. Also, it contains
no electronic circuit and no power source. Other methods, such as capacitive probes, are
less suitable for measuring electric �elds. Some sensors are metallic, limiting the use of the
electric �eld because they are able to a�ect the measurement [2, 3]. Therefore, using the
Pockels e�ect is a very suitable way of measuring the electric �elds and surface charge of
surface streamers.

In this report several aspects of this research are discussed. Chapter 2 focusses on the
theory of streamer initiation, propagation and interfacial e�ects. Furthermore, the Pockels
e�ect will be discussed. In chapter 3, the experimental set-up is presented. It is explained
how the Pockels e�ect can be used in order to calculate the electric �eld and charge of
streamers. Chapter 4 presents the results obtained and chapter 5 summarizes the con-
clusions drawn from the results. In chapter 6 an outlook is provided for possible future
research.
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2 Theory

This chapter will elaborate on di�erent aspects of streamers varying from the inception
and propagation mechanisms of streamers in a single medium to the e�ects of a material
interface on a streamer. Finally, the Pockels e�ect will be explained since that is the e�ect
that we are using in this research.

2.1 Streamers

Streamers are electrical discharges that occur in insulating gasses, liquids and solids. When
a high voltage, so a high electric �eld, is applied over an insulating medium and the dis-
tance over which the high voltage is applied is not too large, the medium will become
ionized. This ionization process does not occur homogeneously, but in the form of chan-
nels that are extending: streamers. The streamers are able to extend into regions where
the electric �eld is below the ionization threshold of the medium. This is possible because
the interior of the streamer consists of a conducting plasma. The electric �eld inside the
channel is screened in this way. However, this is only possible if there is a space charge
layer that surrounds the streamer interior. As the space charge layer is curved in front of
the streamer, the electric �eld is locally ampli�ed and the streamer is able to propagate.

When a streamer propagates over the gap of an insulating medium by connecting to an
electrode and if the system is able to provide su�cient current, the streamer can trans-
form into a spark. The di�erence between these two di�erent types of discharges is in the
temperature of the electrons and ions. In a streamer, the electrons have a much higher
temperature than the ions. As for sparks, the ion temperature and the electron tempera-
ture are almost the same and they can reach temperatures of up to thousands of Kelvin.
This process is also referred to as ohmic heating: moving particles that form the current
gain energy and this results in heat and a rise in temperature causing breakdown.

2.2 Streamer initiation

In order for a streamer to be initiated several aspects are needed: free electrons, an electric
�eld, an insulating medium and a certain pressure and temperature. This could for exam-
ple be combined in a set-up in which an electric �eld is applied between two electrodes in
an insulating medium, for example a non-conducting gas. In the medium, free electrons
and ions are present. The free electrons can be liberated from a cathode tip, but they
can also be present in a background gas originating from cosmic radiation, radioactivity or
detachment from negative ions. Due to the electric �eld, the free electrons are accelerated
against the direction of the electric �eld and free ions are accelerated in the direction of
the electric �eld. Because the mass of the electrons is much smaller than the mass of ions,
electrons accelerate faster than ions.

As the electrons accelerate, they gain kinetic energy. In this process the positive ions
are assumed to be static because they have such a large mass in comparison to the elec-
trons that they are hardly accelerated on the time-scales used in this research. The energy
that the electrons gain can be used to ionize neutral atoms or molecules from the medium
during impact. This is called impact ionization. Impact ionization creates an extra free
electron and ion. The two electrons present can accelerate again and they are able to
ionize more atoms and molecules. This process could be inhibited when free electrons and
positive ions recombine. Also, electrons could attach to neutral atoms and molecules in
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the gas. If these processes are more dominant than impact ionization, the streamer will
not be able to extend. However, if the impact ionization dominates, the number of free
electrons and ions will keep on growing creating an electron avalanche. This can be seen
in �gure 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of electron avalanche. The electrons are indicated by a '-' and the
positive ions are illustrated by a '+' [4].

If the avalanche continues to grow, the free charges also start to in�uence the electric �eld.
When this reaches a signi�cant level, the discharge changes from an electron avalanche
into a streamer. According to the Raether-Meek criterion [5, 6], this change occurs if the
number of free ions or free electrons in the electron avalanche is in the order of 108 - 109.

2.3 Streamer propagation

Streamers are able to extend and propagate in or over a certain medium. Due to impact
ionization, free positive and negative charges are created and an electron avalanche turns
into a streamer. The negative charges move towards the positive ions forming a plasma as
the interior of a streamer. A small layer of space charge, positively or negatively charged,
forms on the surface of the streamer because of the moving electrons. In this way, the
charges inside the plasma are screened from the background electric �eld. Since the in-
terior of the plasma is conducting, there is no electric �eld present inside the streamer.
However, due to the space charge layer around the streamer, the electric �eld around the
streamer is ampli�ed. The electric �eld becomes strongest where the curvature of the
charged region is largest. This is near the front of the streamer head. The electric �eld
ahead of the streamer head can be more than three times higher than the background �eld
as was shown in simulation results by Luque et al.[7]. As the electric �eld is ampli�ed
there, more free electrons and free ions are created due to electron avalanches. In this way
the conducting plasma interior of the streamer is enlarged, it grows and is thus able to
propagate.

There is a di�erence between the propagation mechanism of positive and negative stream-
ers. This is illustrated in �gure 2. In order for streamers to extend, enough free electrons
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should be present in front of the streamer. The negative streamer has a head which con-
sists of electrons. Because electrons accelerate against the direction of the electric �eld,
the electrons move in the direction of streamer propagation creating free electrons via im-
pact ionization. With this supply of electrons, the interior plasma is able to continuously
enlarge and the streamer propagates. Positive streamers need a supply of free electrons
in order to propagate. The positive streamer has a head consisting of positive ions. Free
electrons in the insulating medium are attracted towards the positive streamer head due to
the strongly enhanced electric �eld. In this process, they are forming electron avalanches,
creating more free charges that are used for positive streamer propagation. So, a posi-
tive streamer needs free charges from an external source of free electrons whereas negative
streamers use their own free electrons in order to propagate.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of streamer propagation. The left illustration indicates
the propagation mechanism of a positive streamer and the right illustration shows a neg-
ative streamer. The '-' indicates electrons and negative ions and the '+' are illustrating
positive ions [8].

The free electrons used for the propagation of positive streamers can come from photo-
ionization or background ionization. Background ionization is ionization that is already
present before any discharge has occurred. This can be due to cosmic radiation and radia-
tion from building materials or leftover ionization from discharges that occurred previously.
The latter source of free charges, leftover ionization, is time- and space-dependent. Left-
over ionization is proportional to the repetition frequency of the discharge, so how often a
discharge occurs. The ionization level is high in the path of a streamer. This means that
there also is space-dependence. In this research a repetition frequency of 1 Hz is used.
This is a too long time scale for ionization to remain present on the material. Therefore,
leftover ionization will not be of great signi�cance in this research. The second source of
free electrons comes from photo-ionization. In air, this process occurs when a UV photon
with a wavelength between 98 and 102.5 nm, emitted by a nitrogen molecule which is
excited, ionizes an oxygen molecule [9]. In this way, a free electron is produced, which is
able to form electron avalanches for the propagation of streamers.

2.4 Similarity laws

The propagation of free electrons and ions in an insulating medium determines the prop-
agation of streamers. The average distance that the free particles are able to travel before
they collide with another particle is given by the mean free path. For electrons this is given
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by lmfp,e. The mean free path scales inversely proportional to the particle density as well
as the pressure when the temperature remains constant. This can be seen in formula 2.1
[10, 11].

lmfp,e =
1

4σng
=

kT

4σp
(2.1)

In this formula, σ is the collision cross section, ng is the density of particles in the gas, k
is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and p is the pressure. All length scales
in streamers are proportional to the mean free path of the electrons:

l ∼ lmfp,e (2.2)

Furthermore, when the mean free path is very small, it can be assumed that the electric
�eld E is constant. The streamer properties are then dominated by the local electric �eld.
When the energy gain over a certain length is constant, so the electrons are accelerated to
comparable speeds, it is expected that similar discharges occur. This means that

E

ng
∼ constant (2.3)

and thus

E ∼ p. (2.4)

Since the streamer velocity v remains constant over time, it can be derived that since
l ∼ lmfp,e ∼ 1/p and v = l/t, the time scales in streamers are inversely proportional to the
pressure:

t =
l

v
∼ 1

p
. (2.5)

The similarity laws only hold for speci�c circumstances. Deviation from these laws can
occur due to multi-particle processes or stochastic processes. In multi-particle processes,
the similarity laws are not correct anymore if reactions between two or more particles
happen most frequently. If these processes are not dominant, but have in�uence, then
corrections to the similarity laws need to be applied. Stochastic e�ects are most important
when the charge density is very low. Due to stochastic e�ects, the streamers will branch
more often as the discharges tend to follow randomly distributed free electrons. Finally, the
properties of a surface will also a�ect the similarity laws. For a dielectric surface, charges
are likely to collide with the surface and charge it. In this way, the chance of a streamer
to propagate over the surface is increased when there are negative electrons present. So,
there are various similarity laws that determine di�erent aspects of streamers. However,
under some circumstances the similarity laws are not correct anymore.

2.5 Surface and interfacial e�ects

When streamers are propagating in air nearby or on a dielectric surface, there are di�erent
e�ects in�uencing the propagation. In this paragraph the most important e�ects will be
discussed: polarization, photo-emission, secondary electron emission and �eld emission.
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2.5.1 Polarization

Polarization is an e�ect that occurs when a piece of dielectric material is placed in an
electric �eld. The electric �eld will induce the bound charges on the surface and in the
bulk of the material to start aligning di�erently: bound positive charges will align in the
direction of the electric �eld and electrons align against the direction of the electric �eld.
In a dielectric, dipoles are induced. When a material consists of permanently polarized
molecules and an electric �eld is applied, the material will also become polarized. Due to
the polarization, the electric �eld inside the dielectric material is decreased.

The polarization is related to the electric �eld via the electric susceptibility χe of the
material. The value of χe depends on external conditions, such as the temperature and
the electric �eld magnitude, but also on the frequency of non-linear dielectrics: the rate at
which the charges align as a consequence of an applied electric �eld. Instead of the electric
susceptibility, the relative permittivity εr can be used. The polarization can be written
as a function of the applied electric �eld, the electric permittivity of free space ε0 and the
electric susceptibility χe as in equation 2.6. The electric displacement is connected to the
applied electric �eld and the polarization via equation 2.7 [12].

~P = ε0χe ~E (2.6)

~D = ε0 ~E + ~P = ε0(1 + χe) ~E = εrε0 ~E (2.7)

From these equations it can be derived that the relation between the relative permittivity
and the electric susceptibility is given by:

εr = 1 + χe (2.8)

.
A higher relative permittivity will lead to a lower electric �eld inside the dielectric material.
However, the electric �eld outside the material is ampli�ed. This means that the electric
�eld lines bend towards the surface.

Also, it has been found that on a triple junction point, the interface between a conductor,
dielectric and surrounding medium, the polarization in a dielectric can cause enhanced elec-
tric �elds in the surrounding medium [13]. When this is applied in the case of a streamer,
a dielectric and air, the �eld is mostly enhanced in air just in front of the streamer due
to polarization e�ects in the dielectric material. Impact ionization is increased and the
electrons created can be used for streamer propagation as explained in section 2.3.

2.5.2 Photo-emission

In section 2.3, it was explained that by photo-ionization electrons can be freed from
molecules and atoms in a gas. A process that is similar to photo-ionization is photo-
emission. In this process, a photon with su�cient energy hits a dielectric surface and
frees an electron. The di�erence between photo-emission and photo-ionization is that for
photo-emission photons with a lower energy are needed. Atomic oxygen has an ionization
energy of 13.6 eV and for most dielectric insulators electrons can be freed by photons with
energies of only 5-10 eV. Neutral and excited molecules or atoms in the streamer head
can emit photons with these lower energies. When looking at the length of the mean free
path, it is more likely that photons with the lower energies are emitted than photons with
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energies of 13.6 eV since less energy is needed for them to be emitted. Also, photons with
a lower energy have a longer mean free path lmfp,γ in air and nitrogen than higher energy
photons [14].

When electrons are freed from the dielectric surface, the surface gains net positive charge.
The free electrons can create more electrons via electron avalanches towards the streamer
head. This happens when the streamer head is close enough to the surface: the free
electrons help the streamer propagate near or along the surface. However, if the head is
too close to the surface, the mean free path is too short for the electrons to gain energy.
Electron avalanches can be formed, but they will not form enough electrons for streamer
propagation. When the streamer head is too far away from the surface, the net positive
charge that is situated on the dielectric may repel the streamer and thus limit propagation.
Research has been done by Wild et al. to the e�ect of leftover surface charge on a BSO
crystal after a dielectric barrier discharge has occurred [15]. What they found was that
subsequent discharges along the sample are facilitated by the remains of surface charge
due to an enhanced applied electric �eld. It was found that the leftover surface charge
dissipated through two di�erent decay channels, of which the slowest was of the order of
minutes.

2.5.3 Secondary electron emission

If a free electron with su�cient energy hits the dielectric surface, secondary electron emis-
sion can take place. The electron that hits the surface frees an electron and in this way a
positive charge remains on the surface. Also, the incident electron can be backscattered
leaving the surface unchanged. When an electron is absorbed, the surface will become
negatively charged. Electrons can still be freed from the surface during discharge due to
photo-emission. Electron avalanches can arise and as a result electrons are able to collide
with the surface of the dielectric. It will become negatively charged due to secondary elec-
tron emission. This is a sink e�ect. When the surface becomes negatively charged, the sink
e�ect will reduce and at a certain point the electrons will be repelled from the surface. Re-
search has shown that when few electrons are present, secondary electron emission causes
the surface to become negatively charged due to electrons attaching to the surface [14].
Also, it has been shown by Jorgenson et al. by Monte Carlo simulations that secondary
electron emission is weak and absorption is more probable under streamer experimental
conditions [14]. They have found that for a Te�on sample, the sink e�ect is stronger than
the source e�ect of photo-emission.

2.5.4 Field emission

The �nal e�ect to be discussed is �eld emission. Due to this e�ect, electrons may be freed
from the dielectric surface by the electric �eld. The surface will become positively charged.
The work function of electrons in dielectric materials is relatively low, which makes �eld
emission possible. Because of the triple point junction, the electric �eld is enhanced where
streamers travel along the surface. Together with the small work function, �eld emission
might become important.

2.6 The Pockels e�ect

In order to measure electric �elds and charges on a dielectric surface, the Pockels e�ect can
be used. The Pockels e�ect is a linear electro-optical e�ect. It produces birefringence in
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an optical medium induced by an electric �eld. Birefringence is an e�ect in which the re-
fractive index of a certain material depends on the polarization and propagation direction
of light. In the Pockels e�ect this means that because of a change in the polarization and
propagation direction of light the refractive index of the material changes. The change in
refractive index is proportional to the applied electric �eld.

The change in the polarization because of the change in refractive index is called the
delay Γ. It is caused by a di�erence in the relative optical path length Λ which occurs
as a result of a di�erence between the fast and slow axis of the polarization. This can be
described as a function of the di�erence in refractive index ∆n, but also as a function of
the phase velocity ∆vp. Furthermore, n ≡ c/vp with c the speed of light. The Pockels
e�ect can be shortly summarized in equations 2.9 - 2.11 in which k0 is the wave vector, λ
is the wavelength of the light and d is the thickness of the crystal.

Λ = d∆n (2.9)

Γ = k0 · Λ (2.10)

Γ = 2πd
λ ∆n

= 2πd
λ

c
v2
p
∆vp

= 2πd
λ

n2

c ∆vp

(2.11)

Since the delay is also dependent on the electric �eld applied, there is a relation between
the delay Γ, the change in refractive index ∆n and the electric �eld. Speci�cally for a BSO
crystal, this relation is given by equation 2.12 in which n0 is the refractive index of the
material experienced when there are no external in�uences such as an electric �eld, r is a
Pockels material constant and E is the electric �eld.

∆n =
1

2
n30rE (2.12)

When deriving this equation, the changing electrical properties of the material have to be
kept in mind, the electrical anisotropy of the crystal, and the changes of the incoming light
due to the dynamic properties of the crystal. Equation 2.12 is the �nal equation that will
be derived in this section and for this derivation, the book Principles of Optics by Max
Born and Emil Wolf is used [16].

Maxwell's equations (see equations 2.13) are the basis of optics, electricity and magnetism
in materials. They are used to solve a wide variety of physical problems. However, there is
a di�erence in the Maxwell equations for isotropic and anisotropic materials. For isotropic
materials, the electric displacement �eld ~D is parallel to the electric �eld ~E. This is shown
in equation 2.14 in which ε is the electric permittivity. The magnetic �eld ~B and the mag-
netizing �eld ~H are not of great signi�cance in the Pockels e�ect so these will be ignored.
The current density ~Jf is also negligible because the crystal is non-conducting. However,
the charge density ρf cannot be neglected because the charge of the streamers is causing
the electric �eld that we can determine in the Pockels e�ect.
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∆ · ~D = ρf
∆ · ~B = 0

∆× ~E = −∂ ~B
∂t

∆× ~H = ~Jf + ∂ ~D
∂t

(2.13)

~D = ε · ~E (2.14)

For an isotropic crystal the electric displacement �eld is parallel to the electric �eld. But,
for anisotropic materials, the electric displacement �eld ~D will not be parallel to ~E anymore.
The relation between the electric �eld and electric displacement �eld for an anisotropic
material can be described by using the dielectric tensor, shown in equation 2.15. For
isotropic materials, the electric energy density U is given by equation 2.16. However, when
looking at anisotropic materials the electric energy density changes since the components
of the electric displacement �eld and the electric �eld need to be individually related to
each other. This is shown in equation 2.17.

~D =

Dx

Dy

Dz

 =

εxx εxy εxz
εyx εyy εyz
εzx εzy εzz

ExEy
Ez

 (2.15)

U =
1

2
ε0εr ~E

2 =
1

2

~D2

ε
(2.16)

U =
1

2
(εxxE

2
x + εyyE

2
y + εzzE

2
z ) =

1

2

(
D2
x

εxx
+
D2
y

εyy
+
D2
z

εzz

)
(2.17)

In the optics of crystals, ellipsoid equations play a signi�cant role. An ellipsoid equation,
or index ellipsoid, tells us the orientation and magnitude of refractive indices in a crystal
as a function of their direction of polarization. By using equation 2.17, an equation for
the index ellipsoid can be determined. When substituting D2

x/2U , D
2
y/2U and D2

z/2U by
x2, y2 and z2 the equation for the energy density can be rewritten into an equation for the
index ellipsoid:

x2

n2x
+
y2

n2y
+
z2

n2z
= 1 (2.18)

In equation (2.18), n2x, n
2
y and n

2
z are the refractive indices in the x-, y- and z-directions.

They are related to the permittivity via the relation n2 = ε. The refractive indices are
determining the distance of the origin of the index ellipsoid to the surface. For isotropic
materials, the refractive indices are the same in all directions which makes the index ellip-
soid a sphere.

However, this is not the case for anisotropic materials. Due to the polarization and propa-
gation direction of applied electromagnetic waves, the properties of an anisotropic material
change. This means that the orientations of the principal axes and the refractive indices
of the material change. The refractive indices in the x-, y- and z-direction are not equal
anymore. This means that the sphere becomes an ellipsoid. In general, for anisotropic
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material this means nx 6= ny 6= nz. Speci�cally for a BSO crystal, the ellipsoid equation
changes to equation 2.19.

x2

n20
+
y2

n20
+
z2

n20
+ 2rEzxy + 2rEyxz + 2rExyz = 1 (2.19)

When a coordinate transformation of (x, y, z) to (u, v, w) is applied, new principal axes of
the index ellipsoid can be found. This is illustrated in �gure 3. The new index ellipsoid
equation, as function of (u, v, w) becomes equation 2.20.

Figure 3: This is an illustration of the index ellipsoid after the coordination transformation
has been made. The (x,y,z)-axes are the initial axes and the (u,v,w) are the new principal
axes of the index ellipsoid. The v-axis is parallel to the initial z-axis.

u2

n2u
+
v2

n2v
+
w2

n2w
= 1 (2.20)

In equation 2.20 nu = (n0 + ∆nu), nv = (n0 + ∆nv) and nw = (n0 + ∆nw). Since light
is coming from the z-direction, the z-component of the electric �eld is the only component
of the �eld present. Equation 2.19 can be simpli�ed to equation 2.21.

x2

n20
+
y2

n20
+ 2rEzxy = 1 (2.21)

In order to �nd a relation between the electric �eld Ez and the change in refractive index
∆n, the propagation of light through an anisotropic medium comes into play. When the
refractive index is known, the phase velocity can be calculated because n = c/vp with c the
speed of light. A plane wave consisting of a component of the electric �eld and a component
of the magnetic �eld is considered. This plane wave has a normal vector ~k. If the wave
intersects the index ellipsoid, an ellipse is formed. The semi-long and the semi-short axes
of the ellipse correspond to the fast and slow axes of the incident light as in equation 2.22
and from this the di�erence in the phase velocity can be determined. The ellipsoid that
is created when the index ellipsoid is intersected is illustrated in �gure 4. In this �gure it
has been illustrated that the semi-short and the semi-long axes of the ellipsoid correspond
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to the refractive indices of the material.

∆vp = vfast − vslow
= c( 1

nf
− 1

ns
)

(2.22)

Figure 4: In this �gure a slice of the index ellipsoid is shown. The result of slicing the index
ellipsoid is an ellipse in the (x,y)-plane with semi-long and semi-short axes corresponding
to the refractive indices.

The light is perpendicularly incident on the crystal, therefore the resulting phase velocity
di�erence is just dependent on the electric �eld components parallel to the direction of
the propagation of the incoming light. So indeed, there only is an electric �eld in the
z-direction. It can be determined that the change in the phase velocity is related to the
electric �eld in the z-direction via:

∆vp = −cn0rEz (2.23)

In equation 2.11 the relation between the change in phase velocity and the delay was given.
By using the previously derived equation, the delay, change in refractive index and electric
�eld can be related to each other via equations 2.24 and 2.25.

Γ = 2πd
λ

n2

c ∆vp

= 2πd
λ n30rEz

(2.24)

∆n = nu − nw =
1

2
n30rEz (2.25)

In this way, the electric �eld can be calculated from a measured delay and the other way
around. In the following section it will be explained which set-up is used in order to
calculate the electric �eld and charge of surface streamers.
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3 Experimental Set-up

When measuring the electric �eld and charge of a surface streamer, a speci�c method
for measuring is needed. In the following sections, the experimental set-up used will be
explained in more detail.

3.1 Overview of the set-up

In order to study the charges deposited by a streamer on a dielectric surface, the set-up
depicted in �gure 5 is used. This set-up is situated in air at atmospheric pressure and
room temperature. Light with a wavelength of 532 nm is emitted from a light emitting
diode (LED). Usually, a LED has optical devices in order to make the light di�use and to
make sure that it emits light homogeneously in all directions. However, we want a parallel
beam to ensure that the propagation direction of the light is the same in all parts of the
beam. Therefore, we have removed the optical devices and placed a lens �xed in front of
the LED. In this way, a parallel beam has been created. The parallel beam of light goes
through a polarizing beam splitter. In this way, the light becomes linearly polarized, but
half of the intensity of the light is lost. The light then goes through a λ/4 waveplate,
through the BSO crystal and another polarizer. The last polarizer can also be seen as
an analyzer because this polarizer is used to determine which axis of the polarization is
measured. Finally, the light is imaged by an intensi�ed CCD (ICCD) camera with which
a measurement can be made.

Figure 5: This is an overview of the overall set-up used for this research.

The streamers of which the electric �elds and charges are measured, are created on a
BSO-crystal: a Bismuth Silicon Oxide crystal. This is a dielectric crystal that exhibits the
Pockels e�ect. The crystal that we are using has a thickness of 0.7 mm and an area of
25× 25 mm. The relative permittivity of the crystal is εr = 5. The crystal itself is placed
in a grounded sample holder. As can be seen in �gure 6, a needle is positioned on the
crystal. The diameter of the needle is 1 mm. The needle is supplied with a high voltage
pulse which is variable. When voltage pulses are applied to the needle a discharge will
occur on the dielectric surface.
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There are various aspects that can be changed within this part of the set-up. First of
all, the applied voltage can be varied. Furthermore, the distance between the needle and
the crystal can be varied and the position of the needle on the crystal.

Figure 6: A more detailed representation of the crystal and needle. The needle is positioned
on or near the crystal which is placed in a grounded sample holder. By using a high voltage
source, a high voltage is applied over the needle in order to create streamer discharges.

3.2 Pulse Generation

In order to create a voltage pulse, a Behlke push-pull switch is used. A push-pull switch is
a type of electronic circuit which uses transistors that alternately supply or absorb current
to create voltage. The push-pull switch is a speci�c kind of high voltage transistor switch
(HTS). HTS transistors are made of a large number of MOSFETs, a speci�c kind of tran-
sistor, which lie parallel and in series. The transistors are the so-called switch.

In this experiment a push-pull switch of the HTS-GSM series is used. This consists of
two identical MOSFET switching paths. One of them is the sinking current, from load to
ground, and the other is a supplying current, to the load from a positive power supply.
These form a so-called half bridge circuit, or a push-pull circuit as can be seen in �gure
7. We are using a positive pulse, but the push-pull switch can also produce other types
of pulses. With this switch, we are able to create voltage pulses of up to 40 kV. Also, the
push-pull switch has fast transition times. This means that it has a rise time and fall time
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of approximately 20 ns. The pulse width can be varied from 200 ns to in�nity and there is
almost no ripple on the pulse top: the voltage pulse is almost an exact square pulse with
a rise time of 20 ns. The advantage of using a push-pull circuit is that they do not require
large energy storage capacitors and that the e�ciency is very good regardless of the pulse
width, frequency and the duty cycle.

Figure 7: This is the electrical circuit that represents a push-pull switch that produces
positive high voltage pulses used for streamer discharge [17].

3.3 Measuring electric �elds via the Pockels e�ect

In a conventional Pockels cell, a known voltage is applied. This means that the electric
�eld is known and a desired delay Γ can be created. However, in our research a Pockels
cell is used di�erently. We measure a delay and from that the electric �eld and charge can
be calculated. It is known that the BSO crystal is an optically active material and that it
can be used as a Pockels cell. By measuring the delay, the electric �eld and the spatially
and time resolved charge can be calculated. As explained in the theory in section 2.6, the
delay is connected to the change in refractive index of the crystal. From this change the
electric �eld can be derived. In this section will be explained how the electric �eld and
charge can be determined via the Pockels e�ect by using the set-up designed.

In �gure 8, the set-up is shown again in a di�erent form. The light from the LED goes
through the �rst polarizer. In this way, the light becomes linearly polarized, but the in-
tensity is decreased to half of its initial intensity. Then, the light goes through the quarter
lambda plate. The light becomes circularly polarized with the x- and y-axis of the polar-
ization perpendicular to each other as can be seen in �gure 8. The λ/4 waveplate needs
to be positioned with exactly the correct angle in order to create circularly polarized light.
In order to check if the light is circularly polarized, the angle of the analyzer is varied. If
the intensity of the light does not change, the light is circularly polarized.

Next, the light goes through the BSO crystal and it becomes elliptically polarized if Ez
is not equal to zero as derived in section 2.6. On the crystal, a streamer travels causing
an electric �eld in and around the crystal. Therefore, the orientations of the principal
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axes of the crystal and the refractive indices of the crystal change. Due to the change in
refractive index, one of the components of the light starts travelling with a di�erent phase
speed from the other component and a phase shift Γ occurs between the two components
of the polarization of the light. The light goes through the analyzer which is aligned with
one of the principal axes of the elliptical polarization and the intensity is measured by
using the ICCD camera. Earlier we set the analyzer in a certain way to determine the two
perpendicular axes of polarization for circularly polarized light. The change in intensity
can be related to a phase delay which can be measured with the ICCD camera.

Figure 8: This is a schematic overview of the set-up showing the di�erent components of
the set-up. The top of the �gure shows how the light is polarized with the di�erent x- and
y-axes of the polarization.

Every pixel of the ICCD camera measures the intensity and polarisation of the light sepa-
rately from the other pixels. Therefore, we can measure spatially and time resolved electric
�elds and charges. The ideal intensity that the ICCD camera is able to measure depends
on the delay Γ of the light and can be derived by using Jones calculus. The calculation
can be found in appendix A. The intensity is given by equation 3.1. It can be used to
calculate the electric �eld in the z-direction Ez as in formula 3.2. In this formula λ is the
wavelength of the light, d is the thickness of the crystal, n0 is the refractive index of the
crystal when there is no electric �eld present and r is the Pockels constant of the material
r = 4.8 · 10−12 V −1. In section 2.6 it has been derived that the delay Γ is proportional
to the electric �eld in the z-direction Ez. However, as derived by using Jones calculus
the intensity of the light is dependent on the sine of the delay[18]. We can linearize this
relation because it is known that the delays are very small. Therefore, the intensity is lin-
early dependent of the delay and the electric �eld does not contain any goniometric formula.

I

I0
=

1

2
(1 + sin(Γ)) (3.1)

Ez(x, y) = − λ

πdn30r

I − Ibackground
Imax − Imin

(3.2)

In order to calculate the electric �eld, the relative change in intensity caused by the streamer
charge needs to be calculated. This can be done by dividing (I − Ibackground) by the total
intensity: the maximum intensity minus the minimum intensity. The intensity that we are
measuring has the form of equation 3.1 and is illustrated in �gure 9. We are measuring
at 0.5I/I0 as can be seen in the �gure and the minimum intensity is zero. Therefore, we
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can also divide by twice the background intensity and equation 3.2 changes to equation 3.3.

Ez(x, y) = − λ

πdn30r

I − Ibackground
2Ibackground

(3.3)

When the electric �eld has been calculated, it is a small step to determine the surface
charge σ. By integrating the surface charge over the surface, the total charge Q can be
determined spatially and time resolved. This is shown in equations 3.4 and 3.5. In these
formulas ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and εr is the relative permittivity of the material.

σ(x, y) = 2Ez(x, y)ε0εr (3.4)

Q =
x

σ(x, y)dxdy (3.5)

Figure 9: The measured intensity of the light is a sine-function as function of the delay Γ.
The maximum of the sine represents the maximum intensity, the minimum represents the
minimum intensity and at 0.5I/I0 the background and actual measurements are done.

3.4 ICCD imaging

In this research, an intensi�ed CCD (ICCD) camera system is used. Measurements are
done using very short exposure times, which means that a lot of light is needed in order
to make a good visualization of the streamer. Therefore, an intensi�er is needed in the
form of an ICCD. Another bene�t from this camera is that it can be gated very fast, which
means that it is possible to make images with very short exposure times. The camera that
has been used in this research is the Stanford 4QuickE ICCD camera.

Since we want to measure electric �elds and charges of streamers during and after streamer
discharge, short exposure times are needed. The repetition rate of the experiments is 1
Hz. This means that a picture is made every second . The images produced are 1360 by
1024 pixels, grey-scale images and show the exposure integrated over the entire exposure
time. The lens that is used is a Nikkor UV 105 mm f/4.5 camera lens. By adjusting the
delay of the camera, we are able to investigate the electric �eld and charge at di�erent
times during and after the discharge.
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In order to make correct measurements, the camera needs to be exposed when the LED
is emitting light and a discharge is or has occurred on the dielectric surface. Therefore,
the set-up needs to be triggered correctly. This is shown in �gure 10. A delay generator
is used to generate an internal trigger pulse. With this pulse, the LED is triggered and
produces a light pulse of 10 ms. The voltage pulse is triggered 3 ms after the LED. When
the camera is also triggered 3 ms after the LED, the measurement will be made at the
beginning of the voltage pulse. When measuring during and after the streamer discharge,
the delay of the camera has to be increased. The voltage pulse has a width of 1 µs and
the gate width of the camera can be installed independently. When using smaller exposure
times, the signal has to be ampli�ed by the ICCD camera. This can be done by increas-
ing the gain of the camera. The disadvantage of increasing the gain is that noise is also
enhanced. It has to be considered what is best: measuring with smaller exposure times
but an increased gain, or larger times but a lower gain. In order to reduce the noise, a
larger set of measurements could be made for each situation and these could be averaged.
However, this is only possible if the measurement is reproducible.

Figure 10: A schematic overview of the timing for all components of the set-up. The
di�erent times are not to scale.
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4 Results

In this chapter, the obtained results will be discussed. First of all, the sign of the deposited
charge will be discussed and the stability of the LED will be evaluated. Then, we will be
discuss the lifetime of the charge on the crystal and the e�ect of the applied voltage on the
streamer channels and charge. Finally, the in�uence of the distance between the needle
and the crystal will be evaluated.

4.1 Sign of the deposited charge

Typical obtained images can be seen in �gure 11. In this �gure, the needle on the crystal is
clearly visible. The light spot is approximately 25 mm in diameter. At the bottom of the
light spot, the sample holder has been visualized in white. On the left side of the crystal,
a small scratch can be seen. It has no impact on the outcome of the measurements.

Figure 11: Typical pictures obtained when measuring streamer discharges by using the
Pockels e�ect. On the left a measurement can be seen which is taken during the voltage
pulse. The �gure on the right shows the streamer discharge after a voltage pulse has been
applied.

In the middle of the crystal, developing from the needle to the side of the crystal, streamers
are created due to the positive voltage pulses applied. Around the needle a spot forms and
further away from the needle streamer channels develop. When the delay of the camera is
increased, the picture changes and an example can be seen in the right image of �gure 11.
This picture has been taken after the voltage pulse has been applied. As can be seen, a
white spot occurs around the needle and white spots also occur when the streamer channels
almost reach the grounded sample holder. As can be derived from equation 3.3, it must
mean that the darker and lighter regions in the right and left �gures of �gure 11 represent
a di�erent polarity. When I < Ibackground, the electric �eld is larger than zero Ez > 0 and
when I > Ibackground, the electric �eld is smaller than zero Ez < 0.

In order to create streamers, positive voltage pulses are applied in this research. When
the electric is measured during a voltage pulse, the sign of the �eld that is measured is
the sign of the �eld applied: in this case a positive �eld, so positive charge. Thus, darker
regions in the images correspond to positive �elds and lighter regions correspond negative
�elds. Measurements at the beginning of a positive voltage pulse have been illustrated in
�gure 12. In the right picture, the camera image can be seen. The black circle indicates
the region of interest in which the darker regions correspond to positive charge. In the
left pictures the region of interest is zoomed in on and indicated with the white circle. A
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quantitative analysis has been made using the equations 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 from section 3.3.
The values of the deposited streamer charge can be seen in the legend.

(a) The delay is equal to 0 ns.

(b) The delay is equal to 10 ns.

(c) The delay is equal to 20 ns.

(d) The delay is equal to 30 ns.

Figure 12: These �gures show the beginning of a surface streamer. The images are made
with a gate of the camera of 20 ns and an applied voltage of 9.5 kV. The �gures show the
averages of 100 shots for di�erent delays with 0 ns the beginning of the voltage pulse.

As can be seen in the �gures, the streamer is starting to develop from the needle to the
grounded sample holder. In �gure 12a, only a small positive spot around the needle can be
seen. This is not surface charge of the streamers, but charge from the electric �eld of the
needle. In �gure 12b, it can be observed that the streamer channels are starting to form
and that they extend outwards throughout the two next �gures, 12c and 12d. So, when
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investigating streamer channels at at later time during the voltage pulse, the streamer
channels are developing. The voltage pulse that is applied is 1 µs long, so at a certain
moment in time the voltage pulse stops. Then, pictures are obtained as in the right of
�gure 11. A lighter spot around the needle and lighter spots near de grounded sample
become visible. The lighter spot around the needle could be explained by screening. The
negative charges are attracted by the positive charge of the needle. In this way a layer
of negative charge forms around the needle and screens the positive charge. Also, when
the voltage pulse stops, the area around the needle is made neutral by electrons that are
attracted towards the positive region. In this way a negative area forms around the needle.
The negative spots at the sample holder can also be explained by using the principle of
opposite charges attracting each other. When the streamer channels are very close to the
grounded sample holder, the negative charges of the sample holder are attracted to the
streamer channels. Negative streamers might originate from the grounded sample holder,
depositing negative charges on the surface.

4.2 Stability analysis of the LED

The LED is an important aspect of the set-up because it partially determines the intensi-
ties that we are measuring. If the LED is not stable between background measurements
and actual measurements, we are not able to correctly apply formula 3.3 and determine
the intensity that corresponds to the electric �eld and the charge of the surface streamer.
From several testing measurements as well as from the measurements in �gure 12, it can
be observed that the background of the left pictures is not the same in every picture. This
means that the intensity is somehow changing. Therefore, a stability analysis of the LED
was performed. The results are shown in �gure 13.

Figure 13: LED intensity for 1500 shots recorded at 1 Hz. The last 250 shots were taken
2.5 hours after the other shots.
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The stability analysis has been performed by measuring the intensity of the light in series
of 250 shots directly following up on each other. In total �ve series were made. Then,
the LED was on for approximately 2.5 hours and an extra set of 250 measurements was
made. On the vertical axis in �gure 13 the intensity is shown in arbitrary units and on the
horizontal axis the number of shots is displayed. It can be seen that during the �rst 1250
shots the intensity decreases. When the LED has been on for a few hours, the intensity
becomes stable. We can conclude from this that there are most probably some thermal ef-
fects a�ecting the measurements. To reduce these e�ects as much as possible, background
measurements are alternated with measurements of the streamers.

From the �gure it can be read that the di�erence in intensity between the unstable begin-
ning and stable �nal values, is approximately 1% of the total intensity measured. Therefore,
it seems as if the contribution of the instability of the LED is not signi�cant. When looking
at the background measurements of one series of measurements, it �uctuates with approx-
imately 5 % of the total measured average intensity. This means that the LED de�nitely
in�uences the measurements.
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4.3 Lifetime of leftover charge

In this research, one of the main challenges was to investigate the lifetime of charge on the
crystal, in other words how long the charge will remain on the crystal after the voltage
pulse has been applied. This has been investigated by measuring the charge for varying
delay.

In �gure 14, di�erent measurements at di�erent times during and after the measurement
can be compared. These measurements have been made at a voltage of 9.5 kV and a gate
of the camera of 200 ns. Furthermore, 50 measurements have been made for each delay
and these have been averaged. The measurements were found to be highly reproducible,
so averaging is allowed here.

As can be seen in the �gures, there is a large di�erence between measurements performed
during and after the voltage pulse. As was explained in section 4.1, in �gure 14a the spot
and the streamer channels are positively charged during the voltage pulse. Also, the ab-
solute value of the charges is higher during the voltage pulse. The �gures 14b to 14f are
measurements after the voltage pulse. The spot around the needle is indeed negatively
charged and seems to increase in area during time. However, the charge of the spot itself
becomes weaker. When looking at the positive streamer channels of the measurements
after the voltage pulse, it can be observed that the channels decrease in size over time.
The charge slowly seems to decrease until the channels are almost gone after 800 µs (�gure
14f). In this �gure, some leftover positive charge can be seen but this is very little. The
negative spot has also decreased in charge, however at this delay it is still slightly present.
From these images it can be seen that it takes several hundred microseconds to a few
milliseconds for leftover charge to dissappear from the dielectric surface.
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(a) The delay is 600 ns. (b) The delay is 1200 ns.

(c) The delay is 5000 ns. (d) The delay is 15000 ns.

(e) The delay is 92000 ns. (f) The delay is 802000 ns.

Figure 14: Images of surface streamers at di�erent delays. The gate of the camera is 200
ns at an applied voltage of 9.5 kV. The �gures show the average of 50 shots.

Also, a quantitative analysis has been made of these measurements. The results of this
analysis are illustrated in �gure 15. In this �gure, the charge is plotted as a function of
the delay. As can be seen, the charge rapidly decreases and then gradually disappears.
From this graph, it can indeed be seen that the charge is not entirely gone yet, but it is
close to zero after several hundred microseconds. A graph has been made of the �rst part
of the dataset to investigate what happens at the beginning of the measurement in more
detail. This is illustrated in the left �gure of �gure 16. However, in order to visualize more
details there was zoomed in again as can be seen in the right graph of �gure 16. In red,
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the end of the voltage pulse is displayed. The graph shows that on the down-going �ank
of the voltage pulse, the total charge also decreases fast and then remains almost constant
for some time after which it decreases even more, but now gradually. The fast decrease
in charge can be explained by the method of calculating the total charge. The calculation
does not make a di�erence between the charge caused by the �eld of the needle and the
leftover surface charge due to surface streamers. So, when the voltage pulse stops, there
is no �eld of the needle anymore so no charge and the total charge decreases. This is the
point where only the leftover surface charge is taken into account.

The geometry of the streamer can also be investigated. The �rst �gure, �gure 14a, has
been taken during the voltage pulse. The streamer channels are positively charged and
there is no spot present yet. After the voltage pulse, �gures 14b to �gure 14f, a negative
spot forms and a small distance is created between the spot and the positive streamer chan-
nels. In time, the streamer channels become less wide and less long: the charge disappears
probably due to recombination of electrons and positive charges, until only a negative spot
around the needle is left.

A few other research projects have been executed to measure the surface charge on a
BSO crystal by using the Pockels e�ect. Kawasaki et al. investigated the surface charge
distribution by applying a high voltage impulse (1.5 × 200) µs with a peak of +5 kV to
a needle positioned on a crystal of 200 µm thick. This crystal is a lot thinner than our
crystal. The surface charge distributions were measured 100 ms after the voltage pulse.
This is a longer time than we measured. The lower limit of the surface charge density
resulted in being 1 nC/cm2 [2]. Our measurements resulted in a maximum surface charge
density of 3 nC/cm2 for an applied voltage of 9.5 kV. This is the same order of magnitude,
however there is a di�erence. This could be due to the thickness of the crystal since that
also has an e�ect on the electric �elds measured. The lifetime of leftover charge has also
been investigated by Yongchang et al. An 8 kV positive pulse is applied, immediately
followed by a negative impulse. The total time of the voltage pulse is 20 ms. The BSO
crystal has a thickness of 200 µm. In this research surface charge densities were found
around 50-90 nC/cm2 for the measured streamer channels and the spot around the needle
[19]. This is signi�cantly higher than for our research. However, what should be kept in
mind again is the thickness of the crystal and the applied voltage. For a lot of similar
experiments done, an ac voltage is applied where in our case a voltage pulse is applied. In
these experiments it was also found that for a streamer discharge on the crystal, streamer
channels and a spot around the needle are present. From these results it can be concluded
that the surface charge is indeed of the order of nC and the morphology of the streamer
channels is similar: streamer channels and a spot around the needle.
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Figure 15: The total charge as a function of the delay for an applied voltage of 9.5 kV.

Figure 16: Both images show the total charge as a function of delay at an applied voltage
of 9.5 kV. This is the �rst part of the measurement of �gure 15. The left �gure shows the
�rst 200000 ns and the right picture shows more detail: the �rst 12000 ns. The red line
represents the end of the voltage pulse.
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4.4 In�uence of the applied voltage

The in�uence of the applied voltage has also been investigated. It is expected that the
applied voltage has an in�uence on the charge deposited on the crystal, because when a
higher voltage is applied more impact ionization occurs and a larger amount of charge is
created which is able to deposit on the crystal. Three di�erent voltages have been applied:
5 kV, 9.5 kV and 14.5 kV. At higher voltages, we observed sparks. In this section the
results of the applied voltages of 5 kV and 14.5 kV will be discussed separately because the
results of 9.5 kV have already been discussed. Finally, they will be compared.

Some of the results of the measurements at 5 kV are shown in �gure 17. Figure 17a
shows the charge during the voltage pulse and the other �ve �gures show the charge after
the voltage pulse. In all pictures, a spot around the needle is present. Looking more care-
fully, streamer channels can be detected because there are some channels containing higher
charge. Comparing these measurements to the measurements for an applied voltage of 9.5
kV, it can be concluded that the spot is much smaller and has less charge for measurements
of 5 kV. Furthermore, the streamer channels are not well distinguishable. This can be ex-
plained as follows. All these �gures show the average charge over 50 measurements. So,
when streamer channels occur not entirely at the same position on the crystal, averaging
shows a relatively larger area of charge than when the channels develop at the same posi-
tion. By zooming in on the area around the needle of only one shot, so one measurement,
this can be investigated in more detail.

In �gure 18, the left �gure shows the average measurement of 50 pictures. The right
picture shows only one measurement, zoomed in on the area around the needle. As can
be observed in the right picture, �gure 18b, the streamer channels are forming. However,
they remain very small due to the relatively low voltage applied. This explains why just
the spot can be observed in the averaged �gure: streamers do not fully develop.
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(a) The delay is 600 ns. (b) The delay is 1200 ns.

(c) The delay is 5000 ns. (d) Delay 15000 ns

(e) The delay is 90000 ns. (f) The delay is 800000 ns.

Figure 17: Images of surface streamers at di�erent delays. The gate of the camera is 200
ns at an applied voltage of 5 kV. The �gures show the average of 50 shots.

When looking at the lifetime of the leftover charge on the crystal, �gure 17 already il-
lustrates that the charge is decreasing and has almost disappeared from the surface after
tenths of milliseconds to milliseconds. The same has been concluded in section 4.3 for a
voltage of 9.5 kV. For 5 kV, the leftover charge as a function of the delay is presented in
�gure 19. In �gure 20, two graphs can be seen in which is zoomed in on the �rst part of the
measurement of �gure 19. In the left �gure, not all details can be clearly seen. The right
picture shows even more details of the beginning of the measurement. The red-striped line
represents the end of the voltage pulse applied. In this graph it can clearly be seen that
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(a) The average surface charge distribution over
50 shots.

(b) The surface charge density of one single shot
zoomed in on the region of interest.

Figure 18: These �gures show the surface charge distribution at an applied voltage of 5
kV. The gate of the camera is 200 ns. Figure a shows the average over 50 shots and �gure
b shows one single shot zoomed in on the region of interest.

the charge decreases in time during tenths of milliseconds. The charge decreases the most
immediately after the voltage pulse stops at 1200 ns because of the reasons explained in
section 4.3: the charge of the voltage pulse is not included anymore in the calculation of
the total charge.

Figure 19: The total charge as a function of the delay for an applied voltage of 5 kV.
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Figure 20: Both images show the total charge as a function of delay at an applied voltage
of 5 kV. This is the �rst part of the measurement of �gure 19. The left �gure shows the
�rst 100000 ns and the right picture shows more detail: the �rst 20000 ns. The red line
represents the end of the voltage pulse.

Also, measurements have been performed at an applied voltage of 14.5 kV. The averaged
�gures are illustrated in �gure 21. Figure 21a is of measurements during the voltage pulse
and the �gures 21b to 21f are measurements after the voltage pulse has been applied.
What immediately stands out, is the length of the streamer channels and the size of
the spot around the needle. The streamer channels are much longer and wider than for
lower applied voltages. The spot around the needle is also larger. Furthermore, when
looking at the di�erent �gures, negative spots occur at the sample holder. This is due
to the reasons explained in section 4.1. Also, negative regions occur between the positive
streamer channels. This is most probably also due to attraction of negative charges from
the sample holder to the positive streamer channels. In comparison to the measurements
of 5 kV and 9.5 kV, the charges are higher. A higher voltage is applied so this means that
more ionization occurs. More electrons and positive charges are produced via ionization
and the streamer grows causing more charge to be deposited on the surface. Just as for the
other measurements, the charge decreases in time. The charge in the streamer channels
decreases until there is almost no charge left. The negative spot however, takes longer
to decrease and in the �nal �gure 21f it is still slightly visible. A quantitative analysis
has also been made for the measurements at 14.5 kV. This can be seen in the graph in
�gure 22 and zoomed in on the beginning of the measurement in �gure 23. Again, the
charge decreases very quickly at the beginning of the measurement because the voltage
pulse stops. It then gradually decreases and at the end of the measurement, the charge
increases slightly. This is not what is expected since it is expected that it continuously
decreases. However, it is possible that negative charges disappear faster and therefore,
the net charge might increase. Also, the LED might not have been entirely stable during
the background measurements and the actual measurements, causing the charge to not
decrease but increase.
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(a) The delay is 600 ns. (b) The delay is 1200 ns.

(c) The delay is 5000 ns. (d) The delay is 15000 ns.

(e) The delay is 90000 ns. (f) The delay is 800000 ns.

Figure 21: Images of surface streamers at di�erent delays. The gate of the camera is 200
ns at an applied voltage of 14.5 kV. The �gures show the average of 50 shots.

Now the measurements have been discussed separately, it is also interesting to compare
the lifetime of the leftover charge in relation to each other. In �gure 24 the total charges
as function of the delay can be seen for the di�erent applied voltages: 5 kV (black), 9.5
kV(red) and 14.5 kV (blue). All charges approach zero during the time period as was
explained earlier. In this graph, it is clearly visible that when using a voltage of 5 kV, the
leftover charge on the crystal is lower and decreases more quickly. What is remarkable in
this graph is that in the beginning of the measurements the charge of the 9.5 kV applied
voltage are higher than those of the 14.5 kV applied voltage. This could have various
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Figure 22: The total charge as a function of the delay for an applied voltage of 14.5 kV.

Figure 23: Both images show the total charge as a function of delay at an applied voltage
of 5 kV. This is the �rst part of the measurement of �gure 22. The left �gure shows the
�rst 100000 ns and the right picture shows more detail: the �rst 20000 ns. The red line
represents the end of the voltage pulse.

reasons. One of those could be that the LED was not entirely stable so the measurements
were a�ected by the �uctuating intensity of the LED. However, it is also possible that for
the measurements of 14.5 kV, the negative spot is of more importance in the calculation of
the negative charge than for the measurements at 9.5 kV. What is also signi�cant is that
the charge at the end of the measurement slightly increases for 5 kV and 14.5 kV. This
might also be due to the method of calculation of the total charge or the instability of the
LED. The charge is de�nitely decreasing in time, however for higher voltages it is not zero
nC yet. Due to recombination of positive and negative charges, the total surface charge
slowly reaches the value of 0 nC. From these measurements it can be concluded that after
a streamer discharge on a surface develops, most the deposited charge is almost gone after
tenths of milliseconds independent of the voltage applied.
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Figure 24: The total charge as a function of the delay at an applied voltage of 5 kV (black),
9.5 kV (red) and 14.5 kV (blue).

There are still some uncertainties and assumptions in the set-up and when calculating the
charge. In section 4.2, the stability of the LED has already been discussed. There are
thermal e�ects of the LED present that a�ect the background measurements. Also, the
alignment of the optics and the ICCD camera needs to be very accurate. Uncertainties in
the set-up have to be taken into account. When calculating the charge, it is assumed that
the crystal is an in�nite plane and when considering pixels, averages have been made over
neighboring pixels. As a result, deviations may occur at the edges. As already mentioned,
no di�erence is made in the calculation between the �eld and charge of the voltage pulse
and the �eld and charge of surface streamers. When taking into account these assumptions,
it can be concluded that the measurements and values found can be used to determine a
trend of the lifetime of the leftover surface charge.
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4.5 In�uence of the distance between the needle and the crystal

In this �nal bachelor thesis an extra element has been included: an extension to the re-
search. For this extension I proposed to investigate what the in�uence is of the distance
between the crystal and the needle on streamer discharge because it is likely that this dis-
tance has a certain in�uence on the streamer discharge. I wanted to investigate if streamers
develop more easily if the needle is closer to the surface. This is expected because when the
needle is close to the crystal, more charge will be able to reach the surface. Furthermore,
the morphology of the streamer and the charge deposited on the crystal are investigated for
di�erent distances between the needle and the crystal. All measurements were performed
at an applied voltage of 9.5 kV, a gate of the camera of 200 ns, 50 measurements per delay
and the distance was varied between 0 mm, 1.5 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm.

The measurements for a distance of 0 mm between the needle and the crystal are shown
for several delays in �gure 25. The �rst three measurements are made during the voltage
pulse and the last �gure 25d has been after the voltage pulse has been applied. In these
pictures, it is visible that the streamer channels slightly develop during the voltage pulse.
After the pulse, a negative spot around the needle forms and the streamer channels change
slightly.

(a) The delay is 0 ns. (b) The delay is 400 ns.

(c) The delay is 800 ns. (d) The delay is 1200 ns.

Figure 25: Images of surface streamers at di�erent delays. The gate of the camera is 200
ns at an applied voltage of 9.5 kV and a distance between the needle and the crystal of 0
mm. The �gures show the average of 50 shots.
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For a distance of 1.5 mm between the crystal and the needle, some of the results are
shown in �gure 26. In comparison to the measurements done at a distance of 0 mm,
some di�erences can be distinguished. First of all, the length of the streamer channels
di�ers. The streamer channels of measurements performed at a distance of 1.5 mm are
longer than those of measurements done at a distance of 0 mm. It seems as if the streamer
develops further in a shorter time. When looking carefully at the scales of the di�erent
measurements, it can be observed that the distribution of the charge is di�erent. For the
measurements in �gure 25, of 0 mm, the charge is strongly centered around the needle and
of higher value than for the measurements for a distance of 1.5 mm. In the measurements
of the �gures 26a to 26c is was found that the streamer channels and area around the
needle are of almost equal charge which is lower than the charge around the needle in the
measurements of 0 mm. Towards the sides of the streamer channels the charge decreases.
In �gure 26d, the negative spot around the needle of the measurements of 1.5 mm is more
negatively charged than for the measurements with a distance of 0 mm.

(a) The delay is 0 ns. (b) The delay is 400 ns.

(c) The delay is 800 ns. (d) The delay is 1200 ns.

Figure 26: Images of surface streamers at di�erent delays. The gate of the camera is 200
ns at an applied voltage of 9.5 kV and a distance between the needle and the crystal of 1.5
mm. The �gures show the average of 50 shots.

In �gure 27, some of the measurements for a distance of 3 mm between the crystal and
the needle are shown. The streamer channels are shorter and less charge is deposited.
What is distinct in �gure 27 are the last two �gures: 27c and 27d. In �gure 27c no clear
channels can be observed anymore. However, the area around the needle has a relatively
high charge in comparison to the other series of measurements in this series. In �gure 27d,
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there is no clear visualization of streamer channels. This might mean that for the last
two measurements the streamer channels might not be on the same place on the crystal
anymore and that averaging the measurements might not give a representative image. If
only one shot is observed, it can be seen that there are some separated spots of charge. This
might indicate that some streamer channels may propagate through the gas for some time
before they connect to the crystal surface. The positive charge supplied might be attracted
to areas of the crystal where some negative charge is left from previous discharges or it
might end up further from the needle due to photo-ionization in air. An example of such
a shot from the series of a distance of 3 mm, at a delay of 900 ns, is included in �gure 28.
On the right a separate spot of positive charge can be noticed.

(a) The delay is 0 ns. (b) The delay is 400 ns.

(c) The delay is 800 ns. (d) The delay is 1200 ns.

Figure 27: Images of surface streamers at di�erent delays. The gate of the camera is 200
ns at an applied voltage of 9.5 kV and a distance between the needle and the crystal of 3
mm. The �gures show the average of 50 shots.

Also, measurements have been done at a distance of 5 mm between the crystal and the
needle. These are shown in �gure 29. There is no clear di�erence between the charge at
di�erent times during and after the voltage pulse. When investigating the separate shots
it can be concluded that averaging for this distance does not give a representative view of
the streamers anymore. In �gure 30, one of the shots of a measurement at a delay of 800 ns
is shown. This �gure shows that the streamers do not seem to propagate over the surface
anymore. If they come in contact with the surface, they do not produce surface discharges
because the streamer immediately stops to develop. This results in spots of surface charge.
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Figure 28: This image shows the surface charge distribution of a surface streamer at a
delay of 300 ns and a distance between the needle and crystal of 3 mm. On the right, a
spot of charge can be seen which is not directly part of a streamer channel.

(a) The delay is 0 ns. (b) The delay is 400 ns.

(c) The delay is 800 ns. (d) The delay is 1200 ns.

Figure 29: Images of surface streamers at di�erent delays. The gate of the camera is 200
ns at an applied voltage of 9.5 kV and a distance between the needle and the crystal of 5
mm. The �gures show the average of 50 shots.
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Figure 30: This image shows the surface charge distribution of a surface streamer at a
delay of 800 ns and a distance between the needle and crystal of 5 mm. As can be seen,
the streamer channels are not developed and small spots of charge are visible.

Finally, the total charge has been investigated for the previous explained measurements.
This is summarized in �gure 31. The previous observations are con�rmed. Indeed, from
the measurements done, the measurement with a distance of 1.5 mm has the largest charge
that is on the crystal. The least charge on the crystal is measured at a distance of 5 mm. A
voltage pulse is applied which is able to initiate a streamer or not. If a streamer develops
it is able to deposit charge on the crystal. As was previously explained, at a distance
of 5 mm there is a small chance that surface streamers will occur. On the other hand,
separate spots of surface charge are measured. Apparently, during the last 300 ns, this is
a signi�cant amount of charge. During this time least charge is measured on the crystal
from which the distance to the needle is 0 mm. This might be due to the negative spot
around the needle: there is a relative large amount of negative charge present. According
to the graph, there is a small di�erence in the total charges of the distances of 0 mm, 3
mm and 5 mm. What should always be kept in mind of course, are the uncertainties of the
set-up and the assumptions made during the calculation of the total charge. Nevertheless,
it can be concluded that the distance from the needle to the crystal plays a signi�cant role
in the streamer morphology, development and charge deposition on the crystal.
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Figure 31: The total charges for di�erent distances between the needle and crystal as a
function of the delay at an applied voltage of 9.5 kV. The di�erent distances included are
0 mm(black), 1.5 mm (red), 3 mm (blue) and 5 mm (purple).
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5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the conclusions are summarized that can be drawn from the results of our
research on surface streamers on a dielectric surface by the Pockels e�ect.

5.1 Sign of the deposited charge

In this research, we investigated the electric �elds and charge deposited by streamers on a
dielectric crystal and the method of the Pockels e�ect to do this. From this research, we
can conclude that during a voltage pulse, streamers deposit positive charge on the crystal.
The streamer channels are positively charged just as the area around the needle. After a
voltage pulse, the streamer channels stay positively charged. However, the area around
the needle becomes negatively charged. This could be due to screening of the needle by
electrons. It is also possible that electrons are attracted towards the needle after a voltage
pulse has been applied to make the area around the needle neutral. Also, negative spots
occur at the grounded sample holder when the streamer channels are very long. This can
be explained by negative charges that are attracted towards the positive streamer channels
causing negative streamers to originate from the grounded sample holder.

5.2 Lifetime of deposited charge and geometry of surface streamers

The lifetime of leftover charge on the crystal was also investigated. This has been done for
di�erent applied voltages. It has been found that for an applied voltage of 5 kV, 9,5 kV
and 14.5 kV, the lifetime of the leftover charge is several hundred microseconds to a few
milliseconds. For all applied voltages, the lifetime of the charge is almost the same. What
di�ers is the amount of charge present at the beginning of the measurement and during
the measurement: for a higher applied voltage, more ionization occurs causing more charge
to be produced. However, after several hundred microseconds to a few milliseconds after
the voltage pulse has been applied, the charge is gone for all applied voltages. After the
voltage pulse has been applied, the total measured charge decreases immediately and it
then gradually decreases approaching zero. The geometry of the surface streamers has also
been investigated. For an applied voltage of 5 kV, the streamer channels are very small
and streamers do not fully develop. For an applied voltage of 9.5 kV, the streamer channels
develop and a large negative spot occurs around the needle after the voltage pulse. Finally,
for an applied voltage of 14.5 kV, the streamer channels are very long and almost reach
the grounded sample holder. Negative streamers originate from the sample holder towards
the positive channels. The negative spot is largest for this applied voltage.

5.3 The in�uence of the distance between the needle and the crystal

Finally, the in�uence of the distance between the crystal and the needle has been inves-
tigated. From these measurements, it can be concluded that the distance has a large
in�uence on the geometry of the streamer channels, the charge deposited and the develop-
ment of the streamer. At a distance of 1.5 mm, streamers develop most easily and most
charge is deposited on the crystal. Also, the streamer channels are longest. When the
distance is increased, streamers are not able to propagate over the surface anymore and
this results in spots of surface charge on the surface.
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5.4 Analysis of the set-up

The used method works very well for observing trends in for example the lifetime of leftover
charge and the geometry of surface streamers under di�erent circumstances. However, there
are still some uncertainties and assumptions in the set-up and method of calculation that
need to be improved for a full quanti�cation of the charge. The LED causes background
measurements to be not entirely stable and the alignment of the optics needs to be done
very accurately. When calculating the surfaces charges, averaging causes deviations at the
edges. Also, no di�erence is made in surface charge and charge of the needle. But, the
results do give us great further insights in the behavior of surface streamers.
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6 Outlook

In this chapter, we present some possible extensions to this research to be conducted by
future researchers.

First all, extra research could be done to the in�uences of the distance between the needle
and the crystal. It was found that for an increasing distance, the streamers are not able
to fully propagate over the surface anymore. It could be investigated in more detail when
this happens, why this happens and if there is any pattern of how the spots of charge are
distributed over the surface.

In our measurements, it was also seen that streamers seem to be in�uenced by the discharge
that occurred before: streamers seem to follow approximately the same path. For future
research, it is therefore an interesting question to investigate if streamers a�ect the path
of the next streamer. It is expected that streamers are not able to propagate in entirely
the same path since like charges repel. However, a repetition rate of 1 Hz was used and
streamer surface charge only remains on the surface for at the most a few milliseconds.
So, all charges of previous discharge are already gone. This means that it is possible for
surface streamers to follow the same path. It could be investigated if this happens and
how often. It was seen that charge decreases towards the sides of the streamer channels.
Of course, it can be investigated in more detail what happens in the channels.

Furthermore, a coating could be applied on the crystal to investigate if di�erent mate-
rials have an in�uence on the electric �eld produced and the surface charge on the crystal.
This coating should be transparent, otherwise it is not able to measure using the Pockels
e�ect since light has to be transmitted through the crystal. Some experiments have already
been done by Zhu et al. and Kawasaki et al. but more could be investigated on this [1, 19].
Also, the in�uence of di�erent thickness of the crystal could be investigated. The thickness
of the crystal has an e�ect on the electric �eld measured.

Finally, within the set-up there are also some improvements to be made. Since it was
concluded that the thermal e�ects of the LED are in�uencing the measurements a correc-
tion could be made to the calculation method of the electric �eld and the surface charge.
We have not been able to do that yet, but in this way the uncertainty in the background
measurements could be reduced.
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A Intensity calculation by Jones calculus

By using Jones matrices, the intensity of the set-up can be determined as function of the
delay Γ [18].

The transmitted electric �eld can be calculated by multiplying the Jones matrices with
the initial electric �eld as in equation A.1.

~̃Et = ~A ~̃Ei (A.1)

The quarter lambda plate has its fast axis horizontally, so the Jones matrix is given by:

~Aλ/4 = e
iπ
4

(
1 0
0 i

)
(A.2)

.
The Jones vector for the crystal is given by matrix A.3:

~Acrystal =

(
e
iΓ
2 0

0 e−
iΓ
2

)
(A.3)

Finally, the last polarizer, the analyzer, has a Jones matrix that looks like the matrix in
equation A.4.

~Aanalyzer =
1

2

(
1 1
1 1

)
(A.4)

After the light has gone through the �rst polarizer it is linearly polarized. This is the
initial electric �eld:

~̃Ei =
1√
2

(
1
1

)
(A.5)

When combining this in equation A.1, it gives:

~̃Et = 1
2

(
1 1
1 1

)(
e
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2 0
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2

)
e
iπ
4

(
1 0
0 i

)
1√
2

(
1
1

)
(A.6)

The intensity can be determined by multiplying ~̃Et with its conjugate. The intensity as
function of the delay Γ is given by equation A.7.

I

I0
=

1

2
(1 + sin(Γ)) (A.7)
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